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FEATURES

The Poetry of Government Information
by Amy Brunvand

It's an amusing game to seek out government information in poetry, but is it relevant to the practice of librarianship?

From the Original Abstract
"Now that so much government information is online, this gloomy subterranean library may someday come to seem like pure imagination, a poet's fanciful invention of an impossibly drab occupation."

Originally published by the American Library Association

Letter from the OTH Editor
by Chris Plattsmier, OTH Editor

Reflecting on OTH's relaunch in 2020 and looking ahead.
BIPOC in the Built Virtual Wikipedia Edit-a-thon

"Join Yale University Library in partnership with MIT Libraries and the Yale School of Architecture M.E.D Working Group for Anti-Racism February 22 - 26 for the BIPOC in the Built Virtual Wikipedia Edit-a-thon"

NEWS

Central European Press Announces New Director

January 5 — "CEU President and Rector Michael Ignatieff, announced today that Emily Poznanski, current Director of Strategy at the highly respected academic publishing house, De Gruyter in Berlin, will join CEU Press as its new director on February 15, 2021."

Nominations for Cambridge University Press's Dedicated Teacher Awards Are Open

via Forbes
This is a global competition in which you can nominate a current teacher for something wonderful they've done. Nominations are open until 12 March 2021.

OTH Submissions

We want to hear from you!

OTH is looking for submissions (500-1000 words) on the following topics:

- Humanities advocacy under a new presidential administration and what are the challenges ahead?
- How will humanities and social science scholars evaluate the past four years in the immediate "aftermath" and going forward?
- Leaving behind a difficult 2020, what lessons are scholars and educators bringing to the new year in their classrooms and own professional development?
- Libraries and information literacy: what is your library doing to support information literacy on campus and in your community?

Of course, we are always looking for your own opinions, stories, or interesting projects to talk about as well! Submit below or email oth@thirdchapter.org.

Submit a piece for OTH
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